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The SKX 1084 hominin patella from Swartkrans Member 2, South Africa: An integrated analysis of its outer morphology and inner structure
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A B S T R A C T

SKX 1084 is an isolated partial patella from Swartkrans Member 2, South Africa, attributed to a small-bodied Paranthropus robustus. This study provides complementary information on its outer conformation and, for the first time for a fossil hominin patella, documents its inner structure in the perspective of adding biomechanically-related evidence to clarify its identity. We used X-ray micro-tomography to investigate SKX 1084 and to extract homologous information from a sample of 12 recent human, one Neanderthal, and two adult Pan, patellae. We used geometric morphometrics to compare the outer equatorial contours. In SKX 1084, we identified two cancellous bony spots suitable for textural assessment (trabecular bone volume fraction, trabecular thickness, degree of anisotropy), and two related virtual slices for measuring the maximum cortico-trabecular thickness (CTT) of the articular surface. SKX 1084 shows a more complex articular shape than that for Pan, but still simpler than typical in Homo sapiens. At all sites, its CTT is thinner compared to Pan and approaches the condition in humans. This is also true for the expanded volume of the cancellous network. However, at both investigated spots, SKX 1084 is systematically intermediate between Homo and Pan for trabecular bone volume fraction and trabecular thickness, a pattern already shown in previous analyses on other Paranthropus postcranial remains. In the absence of any structural signal from patellae unambiguously sampling
SKX 1084 est une patelle isolée incomplète du membre 2 de Swartkrans, en Afrique du Sud, attribuée à un individu *Paranthropus robustus* de petite taille. La présente étude apporte des informations complémentaires sur sa conformation externe. Elle dévoile également, pour la première fois chez un hominide fossilisé, des caractéristiques de sa structure interne permettant d’extraire des informations biomécaniques pour clarifier son identité. Nous avons utilisé la microtomographie à rayons X pour étudier SKX 1084 et extraire des informations homologues à partir d’un échantillon composé de 12 patelles humaines récentes, un Néandertalien et deux chimpanzés, et appliqué la morphométrie géométrique pour comparer leurs contours externes. Nous avons identifié deux régions dans le tissu trabéculaire de SKX 1084, qui sont adaptées à l’évaluation texturale (densité osseuse, épaisseur trabéculaire, degré d’anisotropie), et nous avons extrait deux coupes virtuelles pour mesurer l’épaisseur cortico-trabéculaire maximale (CTT) de la surface articulaire. SKX 1084 présente une forme articulaire plus complexe que celle des chimpanzés, mais plus simple que celle d’*Homo sapiens*. Son CTT est partout moins épais par rapport à *Pan* et se rapproche de la condition humaine. Ceci est également vrai pour le volume global du réseau trabéculaire. Cependant, pour les deux régions étudiées, SKX 1084 montre une densité osseuse et une épaisseur trabéculaire intermédiaire entre *Homo* et *Pan*, une tendance déjà observée dans de précédentes analyses d’autres restes postcrâniens de *Paranthropus*. En l’absence de toute information quant au signal structuraux d’autres patelles de *Paranthropus* ainsi que d’éléments comparables issus des premiers représentants du genre *Homo*, nos résultats ne permettent pas de rejeter l’attribution taxonomique originale de SKX 1084.

© 2018 Publié par Elsevier Masson SAS au nom de l’Académie des sciences. Cet article est publié en Open Access sous licence CC BY-NC-ND (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The discovery of isolated fragmentary hominin remains from the axial and appendicular skeleton in the Plio-Pleistocene South African cave deposits is a rather frequent occurrence that complicates the task of confidently assessing diversity in contexts where *Australopithecus, Paranthropus* and early *Homo* may have co-existed (Berger et al., 2010; Braga et al., 2016; Cazenave et al., 2017; Grine and Susman, 1991; Keyser et al., 2000; Lague, 2015; McHenry, 1975; McHenry et al., 2007; Moggi-Cecchi et al., 2010; Schwartz and Tattersall, 2003; Susman and Brain, 1988; Susman and de Ruiter, 2004; Susman et al., 2001). An example of such difficulties is represented by the specimen SKX 1084, an isolated partial patellar bone from Swartkrans Member 2 commonly attributed to a small-bodied *P. robustus* individual (Susman, 1988, 1989). However, the estimated chronology of Swartkrans Member 2 (1.36–1.1 Ma) (Balter et al., 2008; Delson, 1988; Gibbon et al., 2014; Herries et al., 2009; Vrba, 1975) is also compatible with the presence in the area of representatives of the genus *Homo*, whose percentage in the Swartkrans Members 1–3 hominin assemblage has been estimated to 9% (Pickering et al., 2012).

Rare Pliocene–early Pleistocene hominin patellar specimens are usually reserved for their size and outer gross morphology (e.g. Alemseged et al., 2006; Carretero et al., 1999; DeSilva et al., 2013; Harrison and Kweka, 2011; Lordkipanidze et al., 2007; Martin-Francés et al., 2016). However, given the topographic context of the hominin knee joint (Aiello and Dean, 1990; Lovejoy, 2007) and the documented ability of bone tissues to adjust structurally to the loading environments (e.g. Carlson and Marchi, 2014; Gosman et al., 2011; Kivell, 2016; Lieberman et al., 2004; Pearson and Lieberman, 2004; Ruff et al., 2006; Wallace et al., 2012), the so far unexplored combined signals from the outer and the inner patellar structure have the potential to provide subtle functionally-related information. Indeed, the differences between the human and ape knee joint configurations are part of a suite of traits intimately related to habitual postural and locomotion modes (e.g. Aiello and Dean, 1990; Frelat et al., 2017; Lovejoy, 2007; Mazurier et al., 2010; Sylvester, 2013; Tardieu, 1999; Zipfel and Berger, 2009). With regard to the patella, such differences do not only concern its outer proportions and shape and the extension and insertion topography of the quadriceps complex (smaller in the latter, where flexion prevails) and of the vastus medialis (which in apes does not insert onto its extreme medial edge) (Aiello and Dean, 1990; Lovejoy, 2007; Mariani et al., 1978; Masouros et al., 2010; Standring, 2008; Taylor et al., 2004), but should also be expressed in terms of regional variation of the patellar subchondral bone thickness and structural arrangement of the underlying cancellous network (for the human patella, see Katoh...
et al., 1996; Raux et al., 1975; Toumi et al., 2006, 2012; Touraine et al., 2017; Townsend et al., 1975, 1977).

Following Kivell, (2016: 587) “variation in trabecular structure is our best source of morphological information that is preserved in the fossil record, particularly when analysed in conjunction with cortical bone, for reconstructing actual, rather than potential, behaviours in fossil hominoids and hominins”. However, while the outer aspect of SKX 1084 has been the object of description and comparative morphological analysis (Ramirez and Pontzer, 2015; Susman, 1988, 1989; Susman et al., 2001), its inner structural organization remains unreported (Cazenave et al., 2016).

By assuming that the patella bears a functionally-related signal and that the *Paranthropus* inner structural signature should be somehow distinct from the human one (for the proximal femur, for example, see Chirchir et al., 2015; Ryan et al., 2018), in this exploratory study we use imaging techniques applied to an X-ray micro-tomographic record of SKX 1084 (i) to integrate and comparatively assess its outer conformation and (ii) to detail and preliminarily compare its inner characteristics to homologous features extracted from a recent human sample, a Neanderthal individual and two *Pan* representatives. Given the current lack of similar combined information extracted from the patellar bone of any pre-modern human and extant and fossil non-human hominid, the present exploratory study represents a first qualitative and quantitative three-dimensional (3D) glimpse useful for the future assessment of isolated hominin patellar remains.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

SKX 1084 represents the superior two-thirds of an undistorted, relatively well-preserved while incomplete left patella (Fig. 1). Its ossification, general morphology and the degree of development of some longitudinal markings on its anterior surface (likely related to the quadriceps tendon) indicate it comes from an adult individual, even if surface rugosity may have been locally accentuated by mineral matrix dissolution. The specimen preserves the entire base, which slopes antero-inferiorly from behind; however, its cortical shell is chipped all along the superior posterior margin, approximately at the insertion of the vastus intermedius tendon, thus revealing an underlying trabecular network partially filled by sediment. The lateral border is nearly intact, but the specimen lacks the apex and almost entirely its medial border, uniquely represented by its uppermost portion. Posteriorly, the articular portion which contacts the lateral lip of the femoral trochlea is virtually intact. As a whole, this specimen shows an only modest degree of mineralization. While its maximum height cannot be assessed, SKX 1084 has a medio-lateral breadth of 30.2 mm (Susman, 1989) and an antero-posterior thickness near its centre of 13.0 mm (original measure).

SKX 1084 was previously curated at the Ditsong National Museum of Natural History, Pretoria. Since 2016 the specimen has been integrated into the fossil hominin collections of the Evolutionary Studies Institute at the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg.

The comparative material used in this study consists of human and chimpanzee adult patellae, all lacking macroscopic evidence of alteration or pathological change. The recent human specimens come from six individuals of African ancestry (4 males and 2 females aged 24–29 years) selected from the Pretoria Bone Collection at the Department of Anatomy of the University of Pretoria (L’Abbé et al., 2005), and from six individuals (2 likely males and 4 likely females whose estimated age at death ranges between 30 and 50 years) from the Imperial Roman graveyard of Velia, Italy, stored at the National Prehistoric Museum of Rome (review in Beauchesne and Agarwal, 2017). The fossil human representative is the perfectly preserved left patella from the OIS 4 Neanderthal partial skeleton Regourdou 1, from the homologous rock shelter in Dordogne, France, stored at the “Musée d’art et d’archéologie du Périgord, Périgueux” (Bayle et al., 2011; Maureille et al., 2015). We also studied two female chimpanzee patellae from the...
Mahale skeletal collection stored at the Japan Monkey Centre of Inuyama, Japan.

2.2. Methods

All specimens were imaged by X-ray microtomography. SKX 1084 was scanned in 2015 at the South African Nuclear Energy Corporation (Necsa), Pelindaba, using a Nikon XTH 225 ST equipment with an isotropic voxel size of 16.2 μm. The human patellae from the Pretoria Bone Collection were also recorded at Necsa, in 2016, with an isotropic voxel size ranging from 24.0 μm to 29.0 μm, while the archaeological specimens from Velia were scanned in 2012 at the Multidisciplinary Laboratory of the International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) of Trieste, Italy (Tuniz et al., 2013), at an isotropic voxel size ranging from 26.5 μm to 33.1 μm. The Neanderthal Regourdou 1 was imaged in 2004 by SR-μCT at the beamline ID 17 of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) of Grenoble, France, at an isotropic spatial resolution of 45.5 μm (Bayle et al., 2011). Finally, the two chimpanzee patellae were recorded in 2017 at the Laboratory of Physical Anthropology, Kyoto University, using a ScanXmate A080s (Comscan co.) equipment with an isotropic voxel size of 48.5 μm. Following acquisition, a virtual transformation of each dataset was necessary to coherently orient the specimens by using Avizo® v.8.0.0. (Visualization Sciences Group Inc.).

The articular (posterior) surface of the patella presents distinct differences in extant and extinct hominids (Aiello and Dean, 1990; Lovejoy, 2007; Masouros et al., 2010; Pina et al., 2014; Pritchard, 1980; Standing, 2008; Ward et al., 1995; for a review, see Pina, 2016). Accordingly, before detailing its inner structure, we virtually extracted the transverse section of SKX 1084 at its maximum medio-lateral breadth and performed a comparative geometric morphometric (GM) analysis of its unsmoothed outer equatorial contour with respect to the outlines extracted from the comparative material used in this study. However, because of local bony discontinuities on the anterior surface of the South African specimen (Fig. 1), the anterior portion of its cross-section was reconstructed by two independent observers by using the preserved contours of the antero-lateral and medial regions as a guide. Accordingly, three outer outlines of SKX 1084 displaying an increasing degree of anterior convexity were generated (see Supporting information, Fig. S1). On each virtually reconstructed outline (a to c), 100 semilandmarks were placed following the sectional contour using the B-spline module in Avizo® v.8.0.0. Using the package Morpho v.2.5.1 (Schlager, 2017) for R v.3.4.0 (R Development Core Team, 2017), a generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA) and a weighted between-group principal component analysis (bgPCA) based on the Procrustes shape residuals (Mitteroecker and Bookstein, 2011) were then performed to compare the three reconstructed versions of SKX 1084 and the human and chimpanzee shapes. Allometry was tested on the landmark-based analyses using the coefficient of determination ($R^2$) of a multiple regression (Bookstein, 1991), in which the explicative variable is the centroid size and the dependent variables are the bgPC scores (Mitteroecker et al., 2013).

Relatively well preserved cancellous network spots in SKX 1084 were found in the central and medial posterior areas; however, the amount of cemented matrix infill permeating the network increased towards its outer surface, especially laterally and anteriorly. Accordingly, we firstly identified in the inner central and medial upper portion of SKX 1084 two cubic volumes of interest (Ryan and Ketcham, 2002a, 2002b), aVOI and bVOI, respectively, suitable for textural properties assessment (Fig. 2). Both had an edge length equal to 11% of the medio-lateral breadth (i.e. 3.32 mm in SKX 1084, which corresponds to a volume of 36.6 mm$^3$). The centre of aVOI was placed midway between 50% of the medio-lateral diameter and its most distant point on the upper margin along an axis perpendicular to the breadth. The bVOI was positioned medi ally to the aVOI, the distance between the two centres corresponding to 25% of the medio-lateral diameter (i.e. 7.6 mm in SKX 1084). The same analytical protocol was systematically applied to the specimens used for comparison. In extant humans the VOIs range in size from 70.2 mm$^3$ to 151.9 mm$^3$ and from 13.8 mm$^3$ to 15.6 mm$^3$ in Pan.

At two sites of the articular surface topographically related to the VOIs defined above, we measured the maximum thickness of the cortico trabecular complex (CTC, in mm), i.e. the subchondral component which includes the cortical shell (lamina) and the intimately related adjoining portions of the supporting trabecular network, which mostly consists of plate-like structures (Supporting information, Fig. S2; Beaudet et al., 2013; Mazurier, 2006; Mazurier et al., 2006, 2010; Volpato, 2007). The maximum cortico-trabecular thickness (CTT) was measured by the routine MPSAK v.2.9® (in Dean and Wood, 2003) on two sagittal virtual slices set perpendicular to the posterior face of each VOI and crossing their centre (Fig. 2). To facilitate comparisons, in each specimen such measures (aCTT and bCTT) were standardized with respect to the medio-lateral diameter of the patella. Unfortunately, in SKX 1084 we could not similarly assess the anterior CTT, as in this specimen the cortical shell was not preserved and some matrix infill obscured the boundaries.

The cubic VOIs were binarized into bone and non-bone using the “Half Maximum Height” (HMH) quantitative iterative thresholding method (Spoor et al., 1993) and the region of interest protocol (ROI-Tb; Fajardo et al., 2002) by taking repeated measurements on different slices of the virtual stack (Coleman and Colbert, 2007) using Avizo® v.8.0.0. and ImageJ® (Schneider et al., 2012). Because of local matrix infill, segmentation of the specimen SKX 1084 required manual interventions. By using the star volume distribution (SVD) algorithm in Quant3D® (Ryan and Ketcham, 2002a, b), on each virtually extracted VOI we measured the following variables:

- the trabecular bone volume fraction (BV/TV, in %), given as the ratio of the number of bone voxels to the total number of voxels;
- the trabecular thickness (Tb.Th., in mm), which is the mean thickness of the trabecular struts;
• and the degree of anisotropy (DA), a fabric characteristic of trabecular bone assessed following Ryan and Ketcham (2002a; see also Ryan and Walker, 2010; Shaw and Ryan, 2012) by dividing the eigenvalue representing the relative magnitude of the primary material axis of the bone structure ($\gamma_1$) by the eigenvalue representing the relative magnitude of the tertiary material axis of the bone structure ($\gamma_3$).

For all variables, a number of intra- and inter-observer tests for accuracy run by three independent observers revealed differences less or equal to 5%.

3. Results

For the medio-lateral breadth and the antero-posterior thickness, SKX 1084 fits the proportions shown by H. floresiensis (Jungers et al., 2009) and A. sediba (DeSilva et al., 2013), and also approaches those of the slightly thicker H. naledi (Berger et al., 2015; Marchi et al., 2017) and the slightly smaller male and female chimpanzee patellae (Aiello and Dean, 1990; Pina, 2016; Pina et al., 2014; Pritchard, 1980; Ward et al., 1995). Conversely, SKX 1084 is systematically smaller compared to H. erectus (georgicus) from Dmanisi (Lordkipanidze et al., 2007; T. Jashawili, pers. comm.), H. antecessor (Carretero et al., 2001), the Neanderthals (Radović et al., 1988; Trinkaus, 1983; Vandermeersch, 1981; and original data), as well as to the extant human figures (Baldwin and House, 2005; Dayal and Bidmos, 2005; Iranpour et al., 2008; Kemkes-Grottenthaler, 2005; Olateju et al., 2013; Yoo et al., 2007) (Fig. 3 and Supporting Information, Table S1).

The bgPCA based on the Procrustes shape coordinates of the three reconstructed outer outlines of the transverse section at the maximum medio-lateral breadth of SKX 1084 (a to c; see Supporting Information, Fig. S1) are shown in Fig. 4 together with those of the human and chimpanzee specimens. The first two components (bgPC1 and bgPC2) show no allometric signal ($R^2 = 0.02$) and no size-dependent shape variation ($R^2 = 0.01$). In the analysis, the three reconstructed equatorial profiles of the South African fossil patella cluster together and are distinct from both the human and chimpanzee morphotypes. Specifically, by showing a proportionally more ovoid outline, SKX 1084 and the two Pan used in this analysis fall in the negative space of bgPC1, whereas all human specimens, including the Neanderthal Regourdou 1, are mostly found in the positive space of bgPC1 because of their more complex articular shape showing concave articular facets and a convex vertical ridge. The three contours of SKX 1084 and the two Pan...
representatives were discriminated along bgPC2, the fossil specimen exhibiting a more rounded shape compared to the flatter chimpanzee shape (Fig. 4).

In terms of volume and spatial organization, the cancellous network preserved in SKX 1084 is globally closer to the human than to the Pan condition, even if in coronal view the specimen from Swartkrans and Pan show a slightly more honeycomb-like, vacuolar appearance of the cancelli in respect to the human pattern (Fig. 5). Specifically, despite its incompleteness, SKX 1084 shares with humans a larger proportional volume of trabecular bone compared to Pan, a denser area at the supero-lateral margin (likely related to the attachment of the quadriceps), and a higher number of radially oriented trabeculae at the medial and superior peripheral areas. In sagittal view, a typically human vertically oriented anterior bundle (Standring, 2008), also appreciable in transversal view, is noticeable in SKX 1084 (where it is anyhow incompletely preserved inferiorly), while Pan displays at all sites a relatively and absolutely thicker cortical shell and much less expanded but denser spongy bone.

For both relative (%) values of the maximum cortico-trabecular thickness (CTT) measured at the central (aCTT) and medial (bCTT) spots of the posterior surface (Fig. 6), SKX 1084 fits the recent human estimates and is distinct from the thicker Pan condition (Table 1). In this context, the proportionally thinnest cortico-trabecular complex was found at the bVOI of the Regourdou 1 Neanderthal specimen.

As measured in both central and medial VOIs (Table 2), SKX 1084 shows a relative bone volume fraction (BV/TV) intermediate between the human and the chimpanzee estimates, Pan being over twice denser than observed in all human specimens used in this study, including the
Neanderthal representative. An intermediate position is again shown by SKX 1084 for the average trabecular thickness (Th.Th.), all humans systematically displaying thinner struts. For the degree of anisotropy (DA), the South African fossil specimen closely fits the modern human estimates for the central aVOI, while for the medial bVOI it is intermediate between the higher human values and the generalized lower degree of anisotropy displayed by the chimpanzee patella. Interestingly, for all variables considered here, the Neanderthal specimen always falls within the extant human range, which is not the case for SKX 1084 but for the DA of the aVOI (Table 2).

4. Discussion

This exploratory study aimed at tentatively adding previously unreported biomechanically-related evidence to clarify the common allocation of the SKX 1084 patella from Swartkrans to the taxon Paranthropus (e.g. Jungers, 1988; Marchi et al., 2017; McHenry, 1991; Ramirez and Pontzer, 2015; Susman, 1988, 1989, 2004; Susman and Brain, 1988; Susman and de Ruiter, 2004; Susman et al., 2001; Sylvester et al., 2011). Besides the incomplete preservation of this specimen and its limited amount of subchondral and cancellous bone spots preserved for reliable quantitative assessment, the major limiting factor in this study is the lack of comparative information on the inner structural organization characterizing any nonhuman fossil hominin patella (including in Australopithecus) and, of course, that of any specimen confidently representing early Homo.
Nonetheless, we consider that some results obtained from the present analyses may deserve attention in similar future studies.

Ramirez and Pontzer (2015) have suggested that patellar dimensions can be used in extant primate and fossil hominin taxa as proxy for the physiological cross-sectional area of the quadriceps, the primary extensor of the knee (see also Pina et al., 2014; Trinkaus, 1983, and the review in Pina, 2016). While the maximum height cannot be measured in SKX 1084, its medio-lateral breadth and antero-posterior thickness fit the dimensions of diminutive H. floresiensis and of A. sediba, and more closely approach those of Pan and H. naledi than the size of any other human patella reported so far. The patellar antero-posterior thickness and supero-inferior height (the latter unknown in SKX 1084), but not the medio-lateral breadth, appear to play a major role in the length of the patellar tendon moment arm and in the lever arm length associated with the quadriceps, respectively (Pina, 2016; Pina et al., 2014; Ward et al., 1995). Accordingly, whenever the conclusions by Ramirez...
and Pontzer (2015) are correct, the relatively small-sized fossil hominin patellae considered here, including SKX 1084 (Fig. 3 and Supporting information, Table S1), should represent taxa having experienced a limited home range size compared to that expected for Homo (Antón, 2013; Antón et al., 2014; Ramirez and Pontzer, 2015).

Comparative research on structural anatomy and functional morphology supports the view that the mammalian knee is an especially complex joint (Lovejoy, 2007: 326), including in primates, where shape variation of the patellar articular surface plays a key functional role. In humans, where the patella tends to have the thickest articular cartilage in the entire body (Masouras et al., 2010; Standring, 2008), its smaller medial facet contacts the antero-lateral portion of the medial femoral condyle and the wider lateral facet contacts the anterior part of the lateral condyle only in full flexion, while in extension the patellar-femoral contact is limited to the lowest portions of both facets (Aglietti and Menchetti, 1995; Goodfellow et al., 1976; Lovejoy, 2007; Pina, 2016). Compared to the multifaceted human patella bearing several distinctly angulated planes, a simpler articular morphology is found in Pan, where the posterior surface is relatively smooth and casts the similarly flatter trochlear surface (patellar groove) of the distal femur (Aiello and Dean, 1990; Lovejoy, 2007). With this respect, while necessarily limited to the equatorial contour, our GM-based shape analysis confirms such distinction in articular complexity between Homo and Pan and also reveals that the SKX 1084 outline occupies a somehow intermediate morphospace. Additional research work is needed to relate such differences in the outer conformation of the hominid patellar bone to locomotion-related differences in knee joint kinematics.

Especially when assessed in fossil remains, the inner boundaries of the so-called cortico-trabecular complex (CTC) are locally difficult to define (e.g. Mazurier, 2006; Mazurier et al., 2006, 2010; Volpato, 2007; Supporting information, Fig. S2). Nonetheless, compared to the human condition, the chimpanzee patella unambiguously shows at all sites a relatively thicker and denser CTC, notably expressed by a distinctly thicker anterior lamina which, in both individuals used in this study, is about twofold as thick as measured in our human comparative sample (Supporting information, Fig. S3 and Table S2).
Interestingly, relatively and absolutely higher values of cortico-trabecular thickness in *Pan* are also found at both medial and lateral condyles of the tibial plateau compared to the human condition (Mazurier, 2006; Mazurier et al., 2010). In the small-sized chimpanzee patella, this greater proportional amount of subchondral bone is associated with a relatively and absolutely reduced volume of vacuolar spongy bone. To the contrary, the human patella displays a proportionally thinner shell and a relatively and absolutely higher volume of locally more structured cancellous bone, thus behaving as a kind of “sandwich” construction combining high strength with relatively low density (Dalstra and Huiskes, 1995; Huiskes, 2000). As subchondral bone tends to respond to loading of the complementary joint surface, while cancellous bone primarily responds to forces travelling through the bone itself (Su, 2011; Zeininger et al., 2011), the gross structural solutions distinguishing the human and chimpanzee patellae reflect two ways of dealing with different patterns of mechanical stresses at the joint, those acting on the human patella being greater medially and centrally than laterally (Toumi et al., 2006, 2012). With this respect, while cortico-trabecular thickness variation across the anterior surface cannot be assessed in SKX 1084, thickness measured at two sites beneath its articular surface fits the human figures, as also does its proportion of spongy bone.

In terms of textural properties assessed at two cancellous volumes of interest selected because of the quality of their signal, our results show that, apart from a relatively honeycomb-like appearance and a slightly less structured medial aspect, the inner organization of SKX 1084 more closely resembles the human than the *Pan* condition. Whereas SKX 1084 displays a denser cancellous network and relatively thicker struts than measured in our recent human sample and in the Neanderthal representative, the South African fossil specimen and humans are more gracile compared to *Pan*.

According to recent interpretations based on the comparative analysis of the cancellous network properties assessed in the femoral head of extinct and extant hominids, humans and australopiths share a higher degree of anisotropy than typical in extant apes as response to the more stereotypic loading conditions at the hip joint imposed by habitual bipedal locomotion (Ryan et al., 2018). Similarly, the distinctly human-like signal from at least the more centrally-placed aVOI detected in this study in SKX 1084, which is higher than measured in *Pan*, is compatible with the model of a limited range of habitual knee joint motion, i.e. with a human-like gait kinematics. However, given the limited number of cases investigated so far, this hypothesis remains to be tested on more representative hominin samples.

A number of studies having investigated the structural features in some postcranial hominin remains show that, compared to the typically human figures (e.g. Chirichir et al., 2015, 2017; Ryan and Shaw, 2015), *Paranthropus* commonly possesses a thicker cortex and a denser, thicker and less anisotropic cancellous network, but also that its conformation is globally closer to the human than to the ape pattern (Bleuze, 2010; Cazenave et al., 2017; Chirichir et al., 2015; DeSilva and Devlin, 2012; Dominguez-Rodrigo et al., 2013; Dowdeswell et al., 2016; Macchiarelli et al., 1999, 2001; Ruff and Higgins, 2013; Ruff et al., 1999; Ryan et al., 2018; Skinner et al., 2015; Su and Carlson, 2017; Su et al., 2013). With this respect, as the condition characterizing early *Homo* is still unknown, the endostructural signal preserved in SKX 1084 is compatible with what is expected for *Paranthropus*. However, depending on the investigated regions, more human- or chimpanzee-like textural features have been observed at site-specific level in both *Paranthropus* and *Australopithecus* (Barak et al., 2013; DeSilva and Devlin, 2012; Macchiarelli et al., 1999; Su, 2011; Ryan et al., 2018; Su and Carlson, 2017; Su et al., 2013; Zeininger et al., 2016).

### 5. Conclusions

Patellar remains are rare in the hominin fossil record. In the comparative context considered in this study, the coupled signals from what is preserved and suitable for analysis of the outer morphology and inner structural arrangement of the early Pleistocene patella SKX 1084 from Swartkrans Member 2, South Africa, indicate that it belonged to an adult small-bodied hominin (Susman, 1989) likely equipped for exploiting a limited home range size (Ramirez and Pontzer, 2015). Its habitual postural- and locomotion-related charges at the knee joint appear compatible with, but not fully overlapping the human condition as represented by the late Pleistocene and Holocene comparative materials examined so far. When compared to what is currently known on the structural bone characteristics of the postcranial skeleton in fossil hominins, the inner features assessed in SKX 1084 (i.e. thickness of the cortical shell and cancellous bone textural properties) globally fit the general australopith pattern (cf. Ryan et al., 2018). In the absence of any signal from patellae unambiguously attributed to *Paranthropus*, as well as of comparable evidence extracted from specimens representing early *Homo*,
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